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400H Spec Sheet (36093)

Specifications

Technical Information Other

- Max working pressure 140 Bar

- Max working flow 30l/min

- Max torque 4000Nm

- Speed at 30l/min 11RPM

- Net weight 55kg 

- Fingertip control for F + R

- Max anchor length 2m with unique 
through drive system

- Suitable for ABC Anchors 60R screw piles

- Also suitable for SS ISO Chance piles

- Adaptors can be easily changed between 
pile types with standard spanners

This unique through drive head is designed around operator comfort and safety as the piles are driven from no more 
than 1m from the ground. This also ensures that the torque arm is at a safe angle. Once the pile has started in the 
ground it can then progress with small adjustments to ensure installation angle is achieved.

The 400H was designed for installing screw piles in areas of very limited access. This includes use inside of buildings.

A standard 30l/min power-pack is used to power the driver. The torque gauge is calibrated to offer an installation 
torque in kNm.
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700H Spec Sheet (49181)

Specifications
This unique through drive head is designed around operator comfort  and safety as the piles are driven from no more 
than 1m from the ground.  This also ensures that the torque arm is at a safe angle. Once the pile has started in the 
ground it can then progress with small adjustments to ensure installation angle is achieved.

The 700H was designed for installing screw piles in areas of very limited access. This includes use inside of buildings.

A standard 30l/min power-pack is used to power the driver. The torque gauge is calibrated to offer an installation 
torque in kNm.
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Technical Information Other

- Max working pressure 140 Bar

- Max working flow 30l/min

- Max torque 7000Nm

- Speed at 30l/min 11RPM

- Net weight 65kg 

- Fingertip control for F + R

- Max anchor length 2m with unique 
through drive system

- Suitable for ABC Anchors 76R screw piles

- Also suitable for SS ISO Chance, Mclane 
Dixie and other piles

- Adaptors can be easily changed between 
pile types with standard spanners
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